To obtain exact energy, we need an extrapolation method.
Introduction
• In principle, these are approximations.
• Common drawback in algorithm to ensure the exact energy • We can check the convergence as a function of the number of basis states, at most.
• To obtain exact energy, we need an extrapolation method.
Number of basis states 
Empirical extrapolation
• An empirical extrapolation based on the number (t) of particlehole excitations works to some extent. (NP. A704 223c-231c Nowacki) • The fp shell is somewhat special. As N=Z=28 is subshell, truncation specially works well.
Empirical but more systematic extrapolation •Mathematically speaking, there is no proof of exponential behavior as a function of basis dimension.
•Another applications of ECM This method reduces dimension effectively like 10 9 10 6 . The rest contribution can be estimated by EC assumption. 
Extrapolation by energy variance
Exact relations between δE and ∆E • Optimized angular momentum projected deformed basis is a best basis function, which can give a nice description even with one basis.
• We can obtain such a basis for larger model spaces in comparison with spherical basis. • However, evaluation of <H 2 > matrix element is not computationally easy.
• Optimized a.m.proj. deformed wave func. gives good description.
• We can generate worse wave functions by changing its structure systematically, but they are still useful.
• Afterwards we extrapolate the true energy from them.
• Therefore, we always use single basis. 
Variation after projection for deformed basis
• Projected deformed basis
• Variation after projection is a good approximation.
• This variation problem is numerically solved by gradient method.
• Here, time-reversal symmetry and no isospin projection are assumed.
• Block form of density matrix 
Angular momentum projection
Integral domain is 1/8 reduced by time-reversal symmetry. 
